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MATERIAL FABRICATORS, Inc. has been a proven leader in the

manufacturing environment by delivering the highest quality gaskets,
precision shims, special sized washers, metal stampings, die cut electrical
insulators, etc. to our customers at competitive prices since 1946.
Our dedication to on-going improvement in our operations throughout
the years has steadily expanded our production capabilities. By
constantly providing precision stampings to correctly meet our
customers requirements, on time, every time, we have grown to
be one of the most respected suppliers of these types of products
in the industry.
Our constant objective is to supply the highest quality stampings
on time, every time. Applying our experience gained from serving a
multitude of industries has proven beneficial to all of our customers.
Whether it is a high volume stamping requirement, a pilot run, or
prototyping that you need, we will exceed your expectations.

CUSTOM GASKETS

Precisely cut gaskets made exactly to your
drawings are the norm at MFI. We can
provide you with correctly made gaskets
from any type of material that you
request. For example, if beater-add, or
compressed non-asbestos gaskets are your
requirement, we can provide them. If cork,
cork & rubber, cellulose fiber, vulcanized
fiber, open or closed cell sponge, felt,
any type of rubber or silicone, any grade
of plastic or laminates, or any other type of
material not mentioned above that can be
die cut is your requirement, then MFI is the
company you want to call in order to assure
that you receive exactly what you need,
when you need it.

If you want your gaskets supplied with PSA
backing, kiss cut & supplied in rolls with the
web removed, MFI is the company you want
to be working with.

PRECISION SHIMS

Whatever your application for high precision
shims, should it be helicopter rotor shaft
shims, drive shaft coupling shims, motor
or alternator bearing shims, static coupling
shims, color coded plastic shims, etc.,
Material Fabricators, Inc. is the company
you want to have working for you to
guarantee consistent accuracy for your
product.

Need to hold a tolerance of ± .0001 on your
metal shims? At MFI we manufacture shims
to tight tolerances like this, and beyond, all
the time. We can produce metal shims to
light-band thickness tolerance requirements
if necessary.

Die Cut Electrical
Insulators

Since our beginning in 1946, Material
Fabricators, Inc. has provided the leading
manufacturers of products such as aircraft
instrumentation, medical analysis equipment,
electronic machine monitoring equipment,
computers, flow analysis and control
equipment, etc., with the highest quality
insulators made.
From kapton, mylar, nomex, phenolics,
teflon, vulcanized fibre and laminates such
as G-7, G-9, G-10, etc., to silicones and
natural or pasted mica, we can supply your
needs exactly.
Precise tooling to produce clean edge, flash
or burr free close tolerance parts from thin
films is one of our specialties. Let us work
with you in this critical field.

There are many metal stamping companies
to choose from. We hope our quality and
service record will lead you to us.
Material Fabricators, Inc. has been
producing precision metal stampings for the
needs of the manufacturing industry for over
60 years. We can handle your requirements
from simple metal washers to complex multistage progressive stampings.

CUSTOM WASHERS

We have the ability to turn your washer
order around rapidly and cost effectively.
We can hold the tight tolerances that you
require, fabricate to very thin wall dimensions,
cut any type of material, and deliver the
finished product on time, every time.
Our extensive tooling inventory and in-house
die department means rapid turn around for
you. Non standard sizes, special shapes,
insulation washers, internal or external tooth
washers, wave washers... whatever you need
in custom stamped washers, we can handle
it. High volume requirements? No problem.

METAL STAMPINGS

Precise, burr free, from any type of metal.
From simple shapes to highly complex
formed parts, from thin (down to .0005) up
to 1/4” thick metal, we’re here for you.
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